AN ULTRA-FAINT GALAXY CANDIDATE DISCOVERED IN EARLY DATA FROM THE MAGELLANIC SATELLITES SURVEY
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ABSTRACT

We report a new ultra-faint stellar system found in Dark Energy Camera data from the first observing run of the Magellanic Satellites Survey (MagLiteS). MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pictor II or Pic II) is a low surface brightness ($\mu = 28.5\pm0.1$ mag arcsec$^{-2}$ within its half-light radius) resolved overdensity of old and metal-poor stars located at a heliocentric distance of 45\,1/2 kpc. The physical size ($r_{1/2} = 46\pm1$ pc) and low luminosity ($M_V = -3.2\pm0.4$ mag) of this satellite are consistent with the locus of spectroscopically confirmed ultra-faint galaxies. MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) is located 11.3\,1/3 kpc from the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), and comparisons with simulation results in the literature suggest that this satellite was likely accreted with the LMC. The close proximity of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) to the LMC also makes it the most likely ultra-faint galaxy candidate to still be gravitationally bound to the LMC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The standard cosmological model generically predicts the formation of structure over a wide range of mass scales from galaxy clusters to ultra-faint galaxies. The Local Group offers a unique environment to search for evidence of hierarchical structure formation on the smallest scales.

For decades authors have speculated that some of the smaller Milky Way satellites may have originated with the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC, SMC; e.g., Lynden-Bell 1976; D’Onghia & Lake 2008; Nichols et al. 2011; Sales et al. 2011). The recent discovery of more than 20 ultra-faint ($M_V \gtrsim -8$) galaxy candidates by wide-area optical surveys, including the Dark Energy Survey (DES; Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlíčka-Wagner et al. 2015; Kim & Jerjen 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a), the Survey of the MAgellanic Stellar History (SMASH; Martin et al. 2015), Pan-STARRS (Laevens et al. 2015a, 2015b), and VST ATLAS (Torrealba et al. 2016a, 2016b), has renewed interest in identifying faint galactic companions of the Magellanic Clouds. Indeed, 15 of the 17 candidates in the DES footprint are located in the southern half of the surveyed area, near the Magellanic Clouds. This inhomogeneity in the spatial distribution of satellites allows the DES data alone to exclude an isotropic spatial distribution of Milky Way satellites at the 3$\sigma$ level (Drlíčka-Wagner et al. 2015). Instead, the observed distribution can be well, though not uniquely, described by an association between several of the new satellites and the Magellanic system. Simple models incorporating DES and SDSS observations predict that the entire sky may contain $\sim 100$ ultra-faint galaxies with physical properties comparable to the DES satellites and that 20%–30% of these could be spatially associated with the Magellanic Clouds (Drlíčka-Wagner et al. 2015).
These conclusions are largely supported by detailed simulations (Deason et al. 2015; Wheeler et al. 2015; Yozin & Bekki 2015; Jethwa et al. 2016; Sales et al. 2016), which also find evidence for a Magellanic bias in the Milky Way satellite distribution. In addition, the systemic radial velocities of several of the newly discovered satellites may be consistent with the orbit of the Clouds (Koposov et al. 2015b; Jethwa et al. 2016; Sales et al. 2016; Walker et al. 2016).

Since the Magellanic Clouds are likely on their first passage around the Milky Way (Besla et al. 2007; Busha et al. 2011; Kallivayalil et al. 2013), satellite galaxies that originated with the Clouds would have formed in an environment that was rather different from the one they inhabit today. Comparing these systems to systems that formed around the Milky Way or far from any massive host would test environmental influences on the age, star formation history, and chemical evolution of the smallest galaxies. Furthermore, the existence and properties of satellites of satellites can test the hierarchical structure predictions of ΛCDM.

Two low-luminosity satellites have been recently found around more isolated Local Volume analogs of the Magellanic Clouds: Antlia B around NGC 3109 (Sand et al. 2015) and MADCASH J074238.1+652501-dw around NGC 2403 (Carlin et al. 2016). Satellite-host associations are more certain in these cases relative to the Magellanic system, due to the absence of a nearby large galaxy like the Milky Way. However, only the Magellanic Clouds are close enough to efficiently detect and characterize ultra-faint satellites.

The Magellanic Satellites Survey (MagLiteS; PI: K. Bechtol) is a National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO) community survey that uses the Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Flaugher et al. 2015) to complete an annulus of contiguous imaging around the periphery of the Magellanic system (Figure 1). In Section 2 we describe the scope and progress of MagLiteS. Initial inspection of stellar catalogs assembled from the first MagLiteS observing run (R1) revealed a resolved stellar overdensity at (α2000, δ2000) = (101°180′, −59°897′), as described in Section 3. The physical properties of this satellite are similar to known ultra-faint galaxies (Figure 1, right panel), and are detailed in Section 4. In Section 5 we conclude by discussing the possible association between this stellar system and the Magellanic Clouds.

This satellite resides in the constellation Pictor, and if it is confirmed to be a dark-matter-dominated galaxy, it would be named Pictor II (Pic II); otherwise it will be named MagLiteS 1. Until spectroscopic observations clarify the physical nature of this system, we refer to it as (Pic II).

2. MAGLITES DATA

MagLiteS is an ongoing optical imaging survey using DECam on the 4 m Blanco Telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory to map ~1200 deg² near the southern celestial pole (Figure 1). MagLiteS relies on the large field of view of DECam (~3 deg²) to cover this area in 12 nights distributed over the 2016A and 2017A semesters. During this period the survey footprint will be covered with three dithered tilings. Each tiling consists of one 90 s exposure in the DES g-band and a co-located 90 s exposure in the DES r-band such that color-magnitude diagrams can be generated. The median 10σ limiting depth of MagLiteS is ≥23 mag in both bands, which is roughly comparable to the first two years of imaging by DES (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015).

The first observing run (R1) of MagLiteS took place over six half-nights between 2016 February 10 and 15. Observing conditions were variable, with seeing between 0.7′′ and 1.5′′. MagLiteS R1 consists of 725 survey exposures collected over an area of ~600 deg² (~20% of the exposures were in the second tiling). Due to the southern latitude of the MagLiteS footprint, the airmass (and accordingly the point-
spread function) of the MagLiteS exposures is higher than that of the DES exposures.

The MagLiteS exposures were reduced and processed by the DES Data Management system using the same pipeline developed for the year-three annual reprocessing of the DES data (see Sevilla et al. 2011; Mohr et al. 2012, for an overview of the processing pipeline). Astronomical source detection and photometry were performed on a per exposure basis using the PSFex and SExtractor routines (Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Bertin 2011). As part of this step, astrometric calibration was performed with SCAMP (Bertin 2006) by matching objects to the UCAC-4 catalog (Zacharias et al. 2013). The SExtractor source detection threshold was set to detect sources with S/N \( \gtrsim 5 \). Photometric fluxes and magnitudes refer to the SExtractor PSF model fit.

Unique object catalogs were assembled by performing a 1″ match on objects detected in individual exposures. During the catalog generation process, we flagged problematic images (e.g., CCDs suffering from reflected light, imaging artifacts, point-spread function mismeasurement, etc.) and excluded the affected objects from subsequent analyses. Stellar objects were selected based on the spread model quantity: \( |\text{wavg\_spread\_model} - r| < 0.003 + \text{spreaderr\_model} \) (e.g., Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015).

Photometric calibration was performed by matching stars to the APASS catalog on a CCD-by-CCD basis. APASS-measured magnitudes were transformed to the DES system before calibration:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta_{\text{DES}} &= \delta_{\text{APASS}} - 0.0642(\delta_{\text{APASS}} - r_{\text{APASS}}) - 0.0239 \\
r_{\text{DES}} &= r_{\text{APASS}} - 0.1264(r_{\text{APASS}} - i_{\text{APASS}}) - 0.0098.
\end{align*}
\]

For a small number of CCDs where too few stars were matched, or the resulting zeropoint was a strong outlier with respect to the other CCDs in that exposure, zeropoints were instead derived from a simultaneous fit to all CCDs on the exposure. The zeropoints derived from APASS were found to agree well with a set of zeropoint solutions derived by the photometric standards module (Tucker et al. 2007) on four photometric nights. Extinction from interstellar dust was calculated for each object from a bilinear interpolation of the extinction maps of Schlegel et al. (1998). We followed the procedure of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) to calculate reddening, assuming \( R_V = 3.1 \); however, in contrast to Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011), we used a set of \( A_{\lambda}/E(B-V) \) coefficients derived by DES for the g and r bands: \( A_g/E(B-V) = 3.683 \) and \( A_r/E(B-V) = 2.605 \). All magnitudes quoted in the remainder of this letter have been dereddened using this procedure.

3. SATELLITE SEARCH

We performed a search for arcminute-scale stellar overdensities following the maximum-likelihood procedure described in Bechtol et al. (2015).\(^{26}\) Specifically, we scanned the MagLiteS R1 data testing for the presence of a satellite galaxy at each location on a multi-dimensional grid of sky position (0′/7 resolution; HEALPix \( nside = 4096 \)) and distance modulus (16 mag < \( m - M \) < 23 mag). Our spatial model assumed a radially symmetric Plummer kernel with half-light radius of \( r_h = 4′ \). The satellite template in color–magnitude space consisted of four PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) with \( \tau = \{10 \text{ Gyr}, 12 \text{ Gyr} \} \) and \( Z = \{0.0001, 0.0002\} \) each weighted by a Chabrier (2001) initial mass function.

As noted in Section 2, the MagLiteS R1 data predominantly consists of a single DECam tiling. This leads to a complicated coverage pattern including gaps between CCDs, regions of significantly decreased depth due to cloudy conditions, and holes caused by scattered light from bright stars. The maximum-likelihood analysis is capable of accounting for inhomogeneities in survey coverage, as long as they are well-characterized by a survey coverage mask. However, inconsistencies between the parameterized coverage mask and the true survey coverage can lead to spurious detections. While these artifacts are easily identified from visual inspection of their morphological and photometric properties, their prevalence made a systematic search of the early MagLiteS data difficult. We expect these issues to be mitigated by increased survey uniformity from upcoming observations. Here, we focus on the fortuitous discovery of a previously unidentified stellar overdensity, MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II), which was identified by the likelihood search and passed all visual inspection tests (Figure 2). This system was identified with a likelihood ratio test statistic TS = 235, which corresponds to a Gaussian significance of \( \sim 15\sigma \).

4. PROPERTIES OF MAGLITES J0644−5953 (PIC II)

We simultaneously fit the morphological and isochrone parameters of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) with the same maximum-likelihood approach used for our search. We performed a nine-parameter fit of stellar richness (\( \lambda \)), centroid position (\( \alpha_{2000}/\delta_{2000} \)), semi-major half-light radius (\( a_h \)), ellipticity (\( \epsilon \)), position angle (P.A.), distance modulus (\( m - M \)), age (\( \tau \)), and metallicity (\( Z \)) of the stellar population. We explored this multi-dimensional parameter space with \( \sim 8 \times 10^5 \) samples from an affine invariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).\(^{27}\) We imposed a Jeffreys’ prior on the extension \( \sigma_{b} \propto 1/a_h \), and flat priors on all other parameters. During the fit, we used a single PARSEC isochrone with age and metallicity varying between 1 Gyr < \( \tau < 13.5 \) Gyr and \( 0.0001 < Z < 0.01 \), respectively. Masking a bright star 4′/4 southeast of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) may bias the fit at the 1% level.

The resulting posterior probability distributions are shown in Figure 3. Best-fit parameters were derived from the peak of the posterior probability distribution as determined by a kernel density estimate, while uncertainties were derived from the maximum density interval that encloses 90% of the posterior density. The absolute V-band magnitude was calculated according to the prescription of Martin et al. (2008) and does not include the uncertainty on distance. The properties of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) are collected in Table 1.

Like the other parameters shown in Table 1, the distance modulus of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) was derived from a simultaneous likelihood fit to the CMD and spatial information. The best-fit distance modulus was driven by the position of the main sequence turnoff and was only moderately influenced by potential member stars in the horizontal branch. The statistical
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26 https://github.com/DarkEnergySurvey/ugali

27 emcee v2.2.0: http://dan.iel.fm/emcee/.
Figure 2. Stellar density and color–magnitude diagrams for (Pic II). Top left: spatial distribution of stars with $g < 24$ mag that pass the isochrone filter (see the text). The field of view is $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ centered on the candidate and the stellar distribution has been smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation 0.6. Top center: radial distribution of objects with $g - r < 1$ mag and $g < 24$ mag: stars passing the isochrone filter (red), stars excluded from the isochrone filter (gray), and galaxies passing the isochrone filter (black). Top right: spatial distribution of stars with high membership probabilities within a $0.5 \times 0.5$ field of view. Gray points indicate stars with a membership probability less than 5%. Bottom left: same as the top left panel, but for galaxies passing the isochrone filter. Bottom center: the color–magnitude distribution of stars within $r = 3/8$ of the centroid are indicated with individual points. The density of the field within an annulus $0.5 < r < 1.0$ is represented by the background grayscale. The blue curve shows the best-fit isochrone as described in Section 4 and Table 1. Bottom right: color–magnitude distribution of high membership probability stars.

uncertainty on the distance modulus of MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II) was derived from the posterior probability distribution, marginalizing over the other parameters (most importantly the age and metallicity). There is an additional systematic uncertainty coming from the synthetic isochrone model. Fitting the data with synthetic isochrones from Dotter et al. (2008) decreased the distance modulus by 0.05 mag. This variation is consistent with the results of previous work (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a), and we quote a systematic uncertainty on the distance modulus of $\pm 0.1$ mag associated with the isochrone model.

Figure 2 shows the spatial and color–magnitude distribution of stellar objects surrounding MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II). To enhance contrast with the field population, we filter in color–magnitude space by selecting catalog objects within 0.1 mag of the best-fit old and metal-poor PARSEC isochrone ($\tau = 10$ Gyr, $Z = 0.0002$). The rightmost panels show the spatial and color–magnitude distributions of stars in the region color-coded with the membership probability assigned by the likelihood analysis. In addition to a densely populated main sequence, MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II) has a handful of probable members on the red giant branch and a few possible horizontal branch members.

5. DISCUSSION

The low luminosity ($M_L = -3.2$) and large physical size ($r_{1/2} = 46$ pc) of MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II) are consistent with the population of dark-matter-dominated Milky Way satellite galaxies (Figure 1). Specifically, MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II) possesses structural properties similar to the recently confirmed dwarf galaxies Reticulum II and Horologium I (Bechtol et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a). While stellar kinematic data are necessary to measure the dark matter content of MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II) and assign a definitive classification, the MagLiteS photometry suggests that it will likely join the ranks of recently discovered dwarf galaxies.

The proximity between MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II) and the LMC, $D_{\text{LMC}} = 11.3^{+3.1}_{-0.9}$ kpc, is suggestive of a physical association between these two systems. Several studies have shown that the population of old LMC stars extends to radii $> 13$ kpc (Muñoz et al. 2006; Majewski et al. 2009; Saha et al. 2010; Balbinot et al. 2015; Mackey et al. 2016). Additionally, kinematic measurements by van der Marel & Kallivayalil (2014) suggest that the LMC tidal radius is at least 16 kpc, and may be as large as $22 \pm 5$ kpc, which places MagLiteS J0644 –5953 (Pic II) well within the LMC sphere of influence. The most distant LMC star clusters reside at similar
distances: NGC 1841 at $D_{\text{LMC}} = 14.9$ kpc, Reticulum at $D_{\text{LMC}} = 11.4$ kpc, and ESO 121-SC03 $D_{\text{LMC}} = 9.7$ kpc (Schommer et al. 1992). If MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) is bound to the LMC it would be expected to have a line-of-sight velocity that is similar to these clusters: 214 km s$^{-1}$, 243 km s$^{-1}$, and 309 km s$^{-1}$, respectively (Schommer et al. 1992, and references therein). Incidentally, MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) is located at a heliocentric distance that is consistent with the plane of the LMC disk (~46 kpc; van der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014).

Several recent studies have used numerical simulations to investigate the evolution of the Magellanic system as it was accreted onto the Milky Way (i.e., Deason et al. 2015; Jethwa et al. 2016). Using the ELVIS simulations (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014), Deason et al. (2015) find that >40% of satellites galaxies that are currently located at $D_{\text{LMC}} < 20$ kpc were bound to the LMC before infall into the Milky Way. This fraction increases to >65% if the Magellanic group was accreted recently ($t_{\text{infall}} < 2$ Gyr) and >80% when considering only dynamical analogs of the LMC. Based on these results, if
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Figure 3. Posterior probability densities from a nine-parameter maximum-likelihood fit of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II). From left to right the nine parameters are as follows: stellar richness ($\lambda$), right ascension ($\alpha_{2000}$), declination ($\delta_{2000}$), semimajor half-light radius ($a_h$), ellipticity ($\epsilon$), position angle (P.A.), distance modulus ($m - M$), age ($\tau$), and metallicity ($Z$). The crosshairs indicate the best-fit parameter values from a kernel density estimate of the peak of the posterior distribution.
MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) originated as a member of the LMC group then it would have a radial velocity that is within \sim 150 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ of that of the LMC.}

Jethwa et al. (2016) used dedicated simulations to model the dynamics of the Milky Way, LMC, and SMC, and concluded that 30% of the Milky Way’s satellite galaxies originated with the LMC. They predict that satellites of the LMC are distributed within \pm 20° of the plane of the Magellanic Stream (MS; Nidever et al. 2008) and would be preferentially found at positive MS longitudes in a leading arm of satellites (Figure 4). The MS coordinates of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II), (L_{MS}, B_{MS}) = 9°58, 11°11, lie within the preferred region for Magellanic satellites and are well-aligned with the putative plane connecting the LMC, SMC, and the DES-discovered satellites with B_{MS} < 0° (Jethwa et al. 2016). Furthermore, the simulations of Jethwa et al. (2016) predict that MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) has a line-of-sight velocity in the Galactic standard of rest (GSR) in the range of 15 \text{ km s}^{-1} < v_{GSR} < 175 \text{ km s}^{-1} (68% interval).

Taken together, the photometric properties of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) and recent simulations of the Magellanic system support the hypothesis that MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) is a dwarf galaxy that arrived at the Milky Way as part of the Magellanic system. However, kinematic measurements are required to confirm the past or present relationship between MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) and its massive nearby neighbors. If MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) is confirmed to be a gravitationally bound galactic companion of the LMC, it would be the most direct example of a satellite of a satellite within the Local Group, further supporting the standard cosmological framework of hierarchical structure formation. The fortuitous discovery of MagLiteS J0644−5953 (Pic II) in early MagLiteS data will be followed by more comprehensive searches for satellite galaxies once additional data are collected.
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